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corrects

Chocolate Mousse
Rich bronzer that 
enhances dark
complexions.

Line Tamer
Soothing, smoothing 
skin brightener.

Metro Menerals®

Skin soother and 
smoother for men.

Wild To Mild
Soothing, smoothing 
skin bronzer.

SunReliable™ Primers
Primed and Ready to Go

We call our liquid foundations “primers” because that is exactly 
what they do. They prime the skin. They are sheer and help the 
skin tone look even and the texture look smooth. While loose 
and pressed minerals stay on for many hours without need for 
reapplication, the primers take the mineral concept to a brand new 
dimension. 

You will find that the combination of primers and mineral pigments 
will give you versatility in the way you wear your face! 

Line Tamer Skin Brightener
The Look of Pores and Redness Disappear!

Smoothing & soothing. Moisturizer & mattifier. Helps skin look 
soothed, not stressed or red after skin treatments.

Wild to Mild Skin Bronzer
Smooth Operator!

Tantastic bronzer! Great for pre-sun and after-sun. Skin looks 
tanned, not burned. The texture of the skin looks more refined.

Chocolate Mousse
Taking Things One Del ic ious Step Further

The secret of the exceptional moisturizing ability in Chocolate 
Mousse is actually chocolate! This is an excellent choice for oily, 
break-out prone complexions because it hydrates skin and doesn’t 
clog pores.

Metro and Real Menerals®

Minerals For Men Col lect ion

Metro Menerals® is a skin soother and smoother that helps cover 
blemishes, razor burns and ingrown hairs, while Real Menerals® 
is a cooling and skin soothing gel that is a great after shave 
moisturizer.



colores Suncanny® Foundation Brush
Take the Mess Out of Minerals

THE ultimate in cosmetic convenience. Apply colore  
and coverage with the ease of a brush stroke.  

Finishing Brush
Like Blott ing Powder in a Brush

These soft focus finishing powders can be used  
to soften the skin tone and mattify oily skin from  
beginning to end. Now made with pearl powder.

Pressed Mineral Pigment Compact
More Pigment Per Square Inch!

Colorescience’s very concentrated pressed mineral pigment  
gives more coverage than any other Colorescience® formula! 
Pressed pigments are highly recommended to cover all types  
of skin challenges, even varicose veins. This leaves the skin  
with a photo finish.

Suncanny®  
Retractable Brush
The easiest, most 
efficient way to apply 
loose minerals.

Pressed Mineral
Pigment Compact
Concentrated pigment gives
superior coverage.

Pass The Butter

Invisibly Matte

All EvenPer•fekt’

Sheerly Irresistible

California Girl

Light As A Feather All Dolled Up Savoir Faire Per•fekt’ A Taste of Honey Eye of the Tiger

Retractable Brush
This three-in-one brush 
allows you to brush 
and blend and layer 
the colore onto the skin 
to achieve beautiful, 
believeable results.



Classic Corrector Kit
Camouflage Any Skin Discolorat ion

This kit offers five shades to perfectly camouflage any skin 
discoloration. It is a great travel kit and can be used to custom 
blend any foundation colore. Use as a highlighter, concealer, 
corrector, bronzer or foundation colore. 

Global Corrector Kit
Disappearing Act

The Global Corrector Kit, made especially for medium  
to deeper complexion shades, provides a beautiful,  
long-lasting solution for camouflaging complexion problems.  
Five specially-developed, intensely pigmented colores of  
pressed mineral pigment can be used separately or blended 
together to cover and camouflage imperfections, blemishes  
and irregularities, even out skin tones and disguise problems 
ranging from dark circles to scars and varicose veins.

Colores (left to right):  
Pass The Butter, All Even, Per•fekt’, 
It’s Only Natural and In The Wild

Colores (left to right):  
Tokyo, Calcutta, Hong Kong,  
Nairobi and New York

My Favorite Eyes Cream
Eye Catching

A refreshing eye cream that is second to none.  
Look healthier and younger. Beta Carotene, Vitamin K  
and peptides work magic to reduce the appearance of  
dark circles, as well as moisturize the skin around the eye.

Turn The Tides
The Magic Wand

Pure aromatherapy with Vitamin E and Aloe Vera  
calms blemishes and camouflages redness.

Lip Polish
Won’t Kiss Off

Designed to stay on for hours and never runs in the lines 
of the lips. “Bed of Roses” is a softly wearable rose 
shade which emulates the look of healthy lip tissue while 
moisturizing and restoring the look of fresh, plump lips.

Bronzer Brush

It’s Only Natural



Optical Illusions
Mineral  Magic

The Colore~Corrector pens are created with 
new patented “colore shift” pigment to give the illusion 
of light that is back lit and changing colore right before 
(and on) your very eyes! Quad-peptides improve the appearance 
of fine lines and puffiness, while chocolate extract reduces the 
appearance of dark circles. Luminescent light pigments reflect and 
refract light leaving the eyes looking bright, smooth and rested. 

Pearlescience Pep Up Gel
The Look of Instant Face-Li f t ing

This Pep Up Gel contains three peptides to give the  
appearance of   tightening, lifting and plumping. It is  
enhanced with the true hidden treasure of real pearl  
powder, an ancient beauty secret of the Orient.

Genie Colores
Let The Magic Out of the Bott le!

These magical Genie Colores give you the most amazing results 
and versatility ever in one product. Achieve intense colore, infinite 
wearability, incredible blendability, and soft focus effects...all in this 
little genie bottle.

Pep Up Pen
Another Great “Eye”dea

An eye and lip tri-peptide formula in a liquid crystal base.  
Three peptides to increase the appearance of firmness  
and decrease the appearance of fine lines. 

Get Framed Brow Kit
For Strength of Character

Be impressed by the high pigment 
payoff in the Colorescience Brow 
Kit. The colores are pure pigment  
to achieve the most believable 
brows ever.  

Remedy That Red Bye Bye Blues Into The Light

Caution Bombshell

Brow Fixation
Shape Up! Hold St i l l !  
Straighten Out! 
Set Yoursel f  Apart !

A soothing gel therapy keeps unruly  
brows and lashes in place.



Achromatherapy Gem Spritzers
Talk About Mood Swings

Colorescience has combined aromatherapy, colore therapy 
and gem therapy, all in one easy application. Achromatherapy 
Gem Spritzers take mineral mists to a new level. Revitalize and 
set your mineral makeup, hydrate your skin, address your skin 
condition and enhance your mood with just the push of a button. 
Spritz, breathe, set and go! 

Aromatherapy Brush Cleaner
Mineral  Maintenance

Sanitation is essential to achieve the best results from your 
Colorescience brush. Clean your brush after each use if your 
skin is being treated or has a skin disorder. Clean as needed 
if you have healthy skin. 

The minerals are housed in a sealed compartment –  
separated by a sanitary filter, which keep the minerals free  
of contamination, making it the ideal choice for acne and  
sensitive skin. The bristles are 100% pashmina, the softest 
grade of cruelty-free goat hair, ideal to softly blend and buff 
the minerals onto the face. Our brush is the delivery system 
for all of our loose mineral pigments and is refillable –  
making it eco-friendly.

spritzer/gem aroma water achromatherapy 
gem benefits

distinctive 
 ingredients

skin type and  
condition protocol

Be Still
quartz 
crystal

ylang ylang 
water 

chamomile 
water

soulful 
serenity 
soothe

heavy water 
(D20, deuterium oxide)

sensitive and  
all skin types 

flaking, peeling, 
post-procedure, 

dehydration

Rise  
And  

Shine
carnelian

orange blossom 
lime water

energize 
exhilarate

pomegranate extract  
(punica granatum)

oily, acne skin types 
inflammation,  

swelling, flaking, 
peeling

ALL MINERALS

ARE NOT  created

EQUAL

“Recommended by leading 
Dermatologists and Celebrity makeup 
artists alike, Diane Ranger and 
Colorescience are truly blending the 
line between Colore and Science. In 
1976, Diane first revolutionized the  
cosmetic industry when she founded 
Bare Escentuals and invented mineral 
makeup, which in turn created the 
multi-billion dollar mineral makeup 
industry.

Colorescience is the evolution into 
the 21st century of mineral colore 
skincare. Completely free of the dyes, 
talcs, fillers, mineral oil, perfumes and 
other ingredients found in traditional 
lines, Colorescience gives you beautiful 
results without disrupting healthy skin 
function. The line encompasses the 
essence of colore and the advancements 
in science to give your skin instant and 
long-lasting results.”

CEO and Founder of Colorescience

Inventor of Powder Sunscreen

A major influence in the cosmetic 
industry, creating trends  
and movements for  
over thirty years.

Diane Ranger

THE MOTHER OF
MINERAL MAKEUP

Colorescience

Other Mineral Brand

+

+

LOCKS IN
MOISTURE
Water-resistant minerals
form a protection barrier
on the skin so skin stays
clean and clear, like the
water shown.

HIGH-INTEGRITY
MINERALS
Real micronized minerals
that are processed properly
are completely water-proof
and will not dissolve in
water, which is why they
float on top.

FEW MINERALS 
PRESENT
If the ingredients bubble
or foam in water, the  
makeup is not comprised 
of real minerals.

MINERALS ARE
NOT PROPERLY
PROCESSED
Ingredients that muddy
the water are not real
minerals. Minerals that
sink to the bottom, when
placed in water, are not
properly processed.

--

--



Colores
Colorescience® enhances your skin tone while allowing your natural radiance 
to shine through. The colore saturation of these minerals is remarkable. A 
little goes a long way. The minerals have a veil like quality which gives you 
the ability to layer colore over colore without a heavy appearance.

Protects
Colorescience® face colore adheres to and lies on top of the skin surface 
providing a protective barrier from the environment. It has great reflective 
properties and light absorbing properties to shield the skin from the harmful 
effects of the environment.

Corrects
Colorescience® offers post-procedure protocols that doctors have 
recommended to shorten the down time usually necessary with many 
treatments, especially peels, lasers and other aggressive skin regimes. A 
Perfect Ending protocol is offered to Aestheticians that leaves the skin 
looking flawless after facials and waxing, without harsh chemicals.
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